
Golden Pantry Food Stores is 
a private corporation that 
operates convenience stores 
in Georgia. It has been in 
business since 1965 and is 
headquartered in Athens, Ga.

The Golden Pantry Site 
Supervisor demonstration 
occurred in a store that 
runs a food service   

How we did it
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•  Installed our control system  and other best practices
•  Set operating parameters in the  controller for optimal performance  and 
     energy savings
•  Set up commands in the controller to keep equipment operating within 
     desired state 
•  Set up commands to alarm when  equipment will not return to a desired 
     state of operation
•  Monitored performance with energy meters and alarm logs

Optimize Your Store
A single visit when the store temperature is too high can wipe
out all previous positive impressions – particularly when
there’s another choice right down the street. When you
partner with Emerson, you’ll leverage automated systems 
and controls to consistently keep your store at an 
appropriate temperature.

A spike in refrigeration temperature can ruin food,
destroy inventory, and result in lost sales and lost
customers. Keeping track of refrigeration 
temperature is vital to ensuring fresh food and 
maintaining regulatory compliance. With 
Emerson, you’ll keep your food at the right 
conditions all the time.

Your typical store may contain several control and 
monitoring interfaces for your equipment. This means 
you need to train your employees on each of these systems. 
When you work with Emerson, you’ll give your employees 
a single system with a single set of procedures to learn. 
You’ll also give on-site service technicians a single view into 
all store equipment to identify and resolve problems with clear, 
concise and easy interrogation. As a result, you can often reduce 
service costs. And because interruptions are minimized, your 
customers are often unaware that an incident has even occurred.

Encourage 
customers

to stay longer 
& spend 

more

Build a 
reputation 
for quality

food

Simplify 
systems 

management 
and problem

resolution

Avoidable Operating Costs
Average Per Site Per Year

Eliminate One
Day’s Lost Sales With
Better Refrigeration

Reliability

Eliminate One
Product Loss

Per Year

Reduce Power
Costs By ~10%

Reduce Errant
Truck Rolls

Estimated TOTAL
Annual Operator

Benefit

Take Action
Learn more about what Site Supervisor can do for you! 
For more information on additional Emerson services 
& other benefits of Emerson facility controls, 
please email: RetailSolutionsMarketing@Emerson.com 
or contact an account manager at 770.425.2724.

Customer Profile:
Golden Pantry Food Stores

         kitchen.   
The demonstration resulted in a total  store 
monthly energy savings of 10% by controlling 
HVAC, refrigeration,  and lighting alone.


